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Thank you to all 220 students who took part in the ICSM Gazette BSc Guide 2019! We hope you find the 
results interesting and it will give you a better picture of your results and you’re overall opinion of the BSc 

year you have just completed. 

To Current 4rd Years Who Will Be Starting Your BSc soon: 

Have a look at the last section of this guide for advice from the year above you on how to do well this 
coming year. 

To Current 3rd Years Who Will Be Choosing Your BSc in 6 Months’ Time:  

The BSc year has undergone drastic curriculum and structural change in the last year. There are no longer 
exams meaning that your BSc grade will heavily be influenced by you ICA grades. Therefore please look more 

closely to the ICA grades shown in this report . 

The results reported in this report are grossly different to the norm. The proportion of 1st awarded this year 
(80%) is far higher than that of previous years (50%). This was in large part due to an exam called S&P that 
no longer exists. This exam was sat in 2nd year and was worth 30% of the BSc for the students reported on in 
this BSc guide. The vast majority of students obtained high results leading to the majority of students getting 
a +4% boost overall. Therefore please look at the rankings between BScs on how easy it was to obtain a first 

rather than how many students actual ly got a 1 st . 

New BScs have been introduced for the 2019-20 academic year. Please refer to Blackboard for information 
on: Anaesthesia and Critical  Care, Cancer Frontiers, Remote Medicine.  

ICSM Gazette will create another BSc Guide in early 2020 to give more up to date 
information and opinions on the new BSc courses to help you decide.  
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How to Use This Guide 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

90%

10%

OV ERA L L GRADE

1st

2.1

100%

ICA  GRA DE

1st

100%

WOUL D Y OU PICK BIOENG A GAIN?

Yes

How easy to get a 1st?     5.5  (10) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     4.2  (8) 

Teaching Rating:     8.3   (4) 

Interesting Rating:     9.2   (2) 

Intensity Rating:     6.8   (7) 

Organisation Rating:     7.4   (5) 

Project Happiness Rating:  6.6  (12) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.4  (6) 

 

 

 

In this BSc cohort what 
overall grade did they 

achieve? 

NB: This includes S&P 
thus is not representative 
of grade from year 4 work 

In this BSc cohort what 
overall grade did they 
achieve in Year 4 ICAs? 

NB: This is more 
representative for future 

years 

In this BSc cohort would 
they choose to do this 
particular BSc again? 

 

The Average Score 

Higher means more ie. 10 is 
the easiest, best taught, most 
interesting, most intense, best 

organised and most useful 
course 

The Rank 

When ranked against all the 
other courses.  

NB: Rank 1 does not mean 
“the best” it simply means 
the highest scoring. Rank 1 

for intensity may be the 
opposite of what you want  

 



Bioengineering 
 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 10 

How easy to get a 1st?     4.5 (1) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.8 (8) 

Teaching Rating:     8.3 (2) 

Interesting Rating:     9.2 (3) 

Intensity Rating:     6.8 (1) 

Organisation Rating:     7.4 (7) 

Project Happiness Rating:  6.6 (14) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:       7.4 (11) 

 

 

 

Biomedical Engineering is a pretty diverse course and you can 
choose from a range of modules. I really enjoyed my project 
but as with anything they can be hit or miss depending on what 
you get allocated. The project was the highlight of the year for 
me. People say this course is incredibly hard but it’s pretty 
doable if it’s something you’re interested in. 

Enjoyable BSc, very different from anything else. Lots of free 
time in second term particularly - I only had four contact hours 
a week! If you enjoy maths and have an interest in technology 
it's really good! 

A solid, and fun, experience. It’s not quite as intense as it might 
be for the regular bioengineers, but it’s still challenging enough 
in places and you’ll learn to appreciate the wide-ranging 
expertise and creative thinking that goes into bioengineering 
products and solutions, and even be a part of the process in 
your group project. The department is on-hand and helpful if it 
gets too much, which it rarely should. The professors are great, 
and you get to see them and all their controversial opinions 
once they get tipsy during socials. You have the rest of your life 
to do Medicine, why not spend a year doing something a little 
bit more different? 

The content of the elective modules is extremely interesting. 
This is a very easy BSc to do well in if you stay on top of things 
and ask for help. You don't have to be amazing at maths of 
physics to consider this BSc. In fact, there wasn't much 'hard' 
maths. Expect to be quite busy with lots of deadlines during the 
year (more regular than the science BSc's I think) since you take 
so many different modules and they each have 
coursework/assessments throughout the year. Only having 2 
weeks of summer does suck though. 

Loved it, if you’re feeling meh about Medicine or want to try 
something new/ broaden your horizons, I fully recommend it. It 
is a bit of a risk but go for it if you’re willing to do something 
interesting. Had a lot of fun both socially and learnt a lot of new 
things academically as well. 10/10 wholesome year. 

Very interesting, nice to get a flavour of something outside of 
medicine. Had to work hard all year round, it’s the longest BSc 
with pre-sessional work starting in July and finishing 2 weeks 
before Yr 5 path starts. 
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Cardiology 
 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 16 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.3 (9) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.7 (10) 

Teaching Rating:     7.2 (8) 

Interesting Rating:     8.2 (7) 

Intensity Rating:     4.8 (12) 

Organisation Rating:     8.0 (4) 

Project Happiness Rating:  8.5 (5) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.8 (8) 

 

 

 

Very enjoyable year, filled with interesting content. The course 
leads and lecturers are great and leaders in their field. Regular free 
pizza definitely helps you through the year of relatively hard work.  

Cardio is a really enjoyable BSc course! Some of the lecturers are 
particularly excellent. It can feel overwhelming with high ICA 
workload and lots of lectures, but everyone gets through it 
together and the course lead provides fantastic support. I was able 
to arrange my own project and the course leads were incredibly 
accommodating for this.  

Although Cardio has been quite an intense BSc it’s been really 
interesting. The BSc is really well structured. Nice sociable group 
with mix of internals and externals.  

Cardio BSc is a great experience! It covers a broad range of topics 
which even if you are not interested in becoming a cardiologist are 
still helpful and useful for following years 

Extremely well-organised course! Intense and requires a lot of hard 
work, but exams and ICAs are fairly marked. 

Really fun but really hard. The course lead wasn’t too helpful 
though and the lecturers are bad teachers. 

Hard, but definitely worth it! Very relaxed at the start especially 
with a great class and fantastic teachers. The course is quite 
intense but very interesting at the same time. It was very difficult 
keeping up with the lectures and the course was high but that kept 
us up-to-date. The course was organised but like others there were 
problems. The course was a mixture of non-clinical and clinical 
teaching which made it more applicable and relatable. In general, 
had a great time doing this course and would highly recommend it 
to anyone even slightly interested in Cardio! 

Fantastic to study the heart. Relating the pathology to mechanical 
actions of the heart makes the subject extremely simple to 
visualise. Heart failure is studied in-depth, which is a particularly 
difficult and detailed subject, but just as interesting! Some of the 
lecturers aren’t amazing, but Ken McLeod is fantastic! 

Cardio is an intense course with lots of content, but is very 
interesting and well-organised, many of the lecturers are leaders in 
their field. 

Cardio has its up and downs but is especially great in terms of 
socials and projects/research! 
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Endocrinology 
 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 23 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.9 (5) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     6.9 (3) 

Teaching Rating:     8.2 (4) 

Interesting Rating:     8.2 (8) 

Intensity Rating:     6.1 (5) 

Organisation Rating:     8.3 (2) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.8 (9) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:       7.5 (10) 

 

 

 

Endo was interesting, relaxed and well run would definitely recommend! 

The course content was quite interesting and enjoyable. The teaching was well done. ICAs 
are quite hard to score well in and the marks/ grading can be very subjective as the 
markers are different and some are harsher/ nicer. Module 1 was all based on kisspeptin 
which was interesting but there could be more variety involved. Module 2 was quite 
interesting about obesity and how diabetes may occur with the pathogenesis. Module 3 is 
a good refresher of preclinical Endocrinology that was taught with a bit of clinical context 
and extra information. Project is a hit or miss depending on what you do and the 
supervisor you have. Use that time to enjoy life and relax. Take a holiday or two (or three).  

Endo was, in short, a fantastic choice for me. Classic imperial endo teaching you can rely on 
and possibly lowest lecture count in a BSc. I was able to do lots of extracurricular stuff over 

the year (450+ hours) and still do well. The feedback for ICAs was acceptable and the 
entire course well organised. Year above were very helpful with feedback. I honestly could 
not recommend it more. 

Endocrinology BSc had excellent teaching and interesting topics. It’s also very well 

organised and not too intense, and the coursework was pretty easy. The only downside is 
that the topics are not particularly applicable to any other areas of medic ine other than 
endocrinology. 

A year very different to medicine but I enjoyed being immersed in such a research focused 
course, where a lot of emphasis was placed on cutting research. 

Really enjoyed it, all the course leads are lovely and helpful (especially Amir Sam), clear 
what we need to learn and know. 

Endo really has some of the best teaching the medical school; old favourites are back 
including Karim Meeran, Amir Sam, Kevin Murphy; and the new lecturers you won't have 

encountered before are largely very engaging too. This is probably the key reason for 
which I chose Endo (aside from the fact that I do find it extremely interesting of course).  

The BSc is made up of three excellent part B modules (Module 1: Repro, Module 2: Obesity 
and Diabetes, and Module 3: classical endo) and, whilst everyone often sighs when they 

hear the word 'diabetes' (myself included) I actually have to say that the diabetes lecture 
content was some of the most interesting that we covered in the course. Module 2 really 
changed the way I thought about diabetes. Otherwise, the other two modules are also 
really interesting and are essentially an expansion of what you've covered in years 1 and 2.  

Endo has a really low lecture count and is really well organised; this meant we had usually 
2 days off a week (not infrequently 3 days off a week) to work (or not). With ICAs Endo give 
really helpful introductory tutorials for presenting and data handling etc which puts you in 
strong stead for the ICAs and, as above, they give you loads of free days in which to work 
on the ICAs.  

ICA feedback is also really well handled. Feedback is usually given within days of the ICA 
submission (occasionally the wait time was a week or so) and is more often than not very 
specific and helpful. Furthermore, if students are unhappy with the quality of the feedback, 
the course leads are really receptive to making changes throughout the year to suit the 
students (for example taking measures to improve feedback/give better feedback for a 
specific ICA as they did for our cohort on one occasion). 

I cannot recommend Endo enough! The structure of the course made my year manageable 
and enjoyable and I can't now imagine choosing any other BSc. 

Endo is well organised. Contact time is lower than other BScs. Content is reaso nably clinical 
and interesting. 

Generally very interesting content. The research skills that you learn (or try to learn) are 
very useful for future medical career. It definitely helps you to understand the research 
papers. In terms of ICAs, you don’t really get taught how to write them and the feedback 
you receive is not helpful and doesn’t help you to improve in the following exams. 

Endo was great- the teaching on the whole was excellent and it was very light in terms of 
contact hours. The ICAs were very manageable and fairly marked. 
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Gastro & Hepatology 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 14 

How easy to get a 1st?     4.1 (4) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     7.1 (1) 

Teaching Rating:     6.4 (12) 

Interesting Rating:     7.2 (13) 

Intensity Rating:     6.1 (6) 

Organisation Rating:     3.5 (14) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.4 (12) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.4 (12) 

 

 

 

Gastro BSc is NOT a gap year! You do have to work hard. 
There is real mix of lectures: genetics, diagnostics and 
immunology. It can be disorganized in terms not having 
slides and not all lectures are panoptoed. Overall it was 
really enjoyable! 

My course was very interesting and if you love Gastro you 
will be happy, however it is very disorganised and this 
ruined the year for me. 

Coming from a different institution as an external 
intercalating student, I felt that the Gastro BSc did not fall 
short of my expectations. Yes there were some 
inconsistencies in the timetabling and organisation, but 
the breadth and depth of topics covered, the highly 
knowledgeable and helpful lecturers, to the interactive 
critical appraisal tutorials we had were immensely 
beneficial and intellectually stimulating. The coverage of 
the various science associated with the GI and HPB 
systems were done very well, and there was a good scope 
of projects to choose from. You may find yourself getting 
slightly bored of the significant amount of immunology, 
genetics and nutrition, but as a future clinician, the 
clinical aspects of the course really compensated for this. 
Highly recommended for anyone who is interested in 
pursuing a career in Gastroenterology or Hepatology! 

It was a good year out of medicine to focus on an area of 
interest good change of pace. 

I really enjoyed the year overall. Can’t complain about the 
organisation because the same seems to apply for all of 
them. I thought the lecturers were really good, very 
engaging, and I thought the material covered was a 
manageable amount. Shahid the course lead really listens 
to student feedback, so we had practices and preparation 
for all if not most of the ICAs. 

Intense year but worth it  

Hated the taught component, it was boring, disorganised 
and intense. Project was the best part of med school. 
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Global Health 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 19 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.8 (6) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     7.1 (2) 

Teaching Rating:     8.3 (3) 

Interesting Rating:     9.6 (1) 

Intensity Rating:     6.6 (6) 

Organisation Rating:     7.7 (6) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.8 (9) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     8.4 (4) 

 

 

 

Global Health as a BSc allows you to experience something completely different from other 
degrees. You learn about current affairs, the politics behind health inequality and how the 
future of healthcare is being shaped. Would highly recommend doing this degree! 

The Global Health BSc is like nothing else in medical school. If you're interested in what's 
going on the world and how this affects us all, this is the course for you. I love the social, 
political and economic aspects too. 

I loved the Global Health BSc (probably more so when I passed with a 1st!). The content 
was very interesting and well taught. Finishing lectures in first term meant that the rest of 
the year was spent revising which was very useful for exams. Regular ICA’s made the year 
seem intense but it is all worth it in the end. I would do the year all over again. 

Nice break from medicine 

I really enjoyed Global Health BSc and felt that it broadened my horizons, giving me a 
better idea of worldwide burdens of disease and socioeconomic factors in health. I felt the 
course balanced scientific and holistic approaches to medicine as well as giving me a better 
idea of political ideologies and the state of political matters in different geographies. I also 
liked the various teaching styles (small tutor groups, debates, lectures). 

Such an interesting course, and a welcome break from the science parts of medicine but 
still very relevant to healthcare overall. It has definitely inspired me to pursue something 
Global Health-related in my career. However, project allocation is not very good, and 
there’s only a small number of very interesting projects which are highly competitive and 
the rest of the options are not very interesting. My project was community-based and 
poorly organised. Apart from this, it’s a great course!! 

Pick globo if you want an easy ride 

The course was all taught in first term for us, so it had been condensed into aroun d 100 
lectures and it was really well organised. Teaching was often disease-focused but with 
discussion of the real life issues, like why certain diseases are more prevalent in different 
countries or why they haven't been cured yet. Sometimes we weren't su re how much 
detail we needed to know e.g. you learn about HIV on a molecular level but spend more 

time talking about it in relation to health systems and global aid organisations,  so 
sometimes it was hard to tie it all together. Overall content-wise, it's probably the most 
interesting BSc and I really enjoyed lectures. Projects were really varied so it was actually 
quite fun watching the presentations. We trialled the new 'Community Group Placement', 
which gave us the chance to work with local charities. It was a bit hit and miss but overall it 
was quite fun and people did well on the presentation at the end (which was an ICA)  

We had a term of lectures, most were in some way interactive or discussion based and 
were genuinely interesting 80% of the time. It would be easy to skip lectures and stuff if 
you wanted to but most people came in because it was well taught and you wanted to 
learn it. ICAs were a bit different to other BScs but fairly easy to do well in. Having 3 as in 
course exams meant that the burden of ICA work was less time consuming than other BSc 
as these needed one day max revision. Would highly recommend globo if you don’t want 
to do any nitty gritty molecular medicine and have an interest in humanitarianism or global 
politics. 

The lectures are actually interesting unlike the rest of medical school haha- I loved it! 

Global Health BSc was one of the most enjoyable years at med school, the topics were 
relevant, interesting and captivating. I'm now considering a career in Public Health because 
of the staff and speakers! 

This was so amazing! 

Lectures so easy to get out of bed for. Talks from some really interesting people on 
revealing and important topics which actually affect everyone, don’t happen inside a cell 
and explain a lot about the world you ’d otherwise never know. Can’t recommend highly 
enough and I didn’t even know I wanted to do it until I started. 

I got my 5th choice which was globo and ended up loving it. The content is chill and 
everyday was motivating. 
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Haematology 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 18 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.3 (10) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.9 (7) 

Teaching Rating:     7.7 (7) 

Interesting Rating:     8.3 (5) 

Intensity Rating:     5.5 (10) 

Organisation Rating:     7.8 (5) 

Project Happiness Rating:  8.4 (6) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.8 (7) 

 

 

 

Thoroughly enjoyed it. 

Useful for path and future clinical medicine. Some top teaching, some 
of it quite uninspiring. Not my first choice, but not sure I’d choose a 
different BSc if I had to do the year again... but I’d never choose to do 
any BSc at all. My clinical project was really enjoyable. 

The BSc was really well run, and all the lecturers were engaging and 
friendly. The only negatives were that there were a lot of TBL sessions 
in the first module that weren't that useful, and the ICAs were in 
general too vague, with poor feedback. The course was very 
interesting and is incredibly helpful in preparing for Path, as it basica lly 
gives you a headstart. The choice of projects was also excellent and 
there was a tonne of support available. 

The Haematology course is very well run and the key members of staff 
are very engaging and passionate about your learning. They are quick 
to respond to feedback and always try to see things from a student’s 
perspective. Haematology is also a core discipline that will be relevant 
to almost all clinical scenarios with the course incorporating this into 
the teaching as well as focusing on the more academic topics of a BSc. 

The BSc year was my favourite year of med school so far. It helped that 
I already knew I was interested in that subject as a future career path, 
but this year reinforced and solidified my interest. 

It’s like marmite, if you love haem then you’ll love it. If you hate haem, 
well then choose something else. 

The Haematology BSc was well taught, with very enthusiastic lecturers 
who are leaders in their field. 

Favourite year of the course so far! Module 1 and 2 timetables weren't 
too intense but module 3 was quite heavy, especially considering how 
close exams we're. Overall really well taught and enjoyable however! 

The Haematology course was very well organised and all of the 
teaching were really great. Most of the lectures were interesting, and 
there was a really wide selection of projects to pick from. I thoroughly 
enjoyed my BSc year. 

Haem is an extremely useful and interesting BSc. The teaching and the 
lecturers are amazing and very helpful. 

Overall, I really enjoyed Haem.  Most modules were excellently taught 
and well structured, and module 2 (the leukaemia/lymphoma module) 
was really interesting – even writing the ICA. It did feel like they were 
piling on work at the very beginning of the course, and I didn’t find the 
TBLs in module 1 that helpful, but the workload was probably similar 
to other courses after that. Having some knowledge of Haematology 
makes Path in Y5 easier to learn (some of it is revision) or easier to 
understand. 
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Humanities, Philosophy & Law 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 11 

How easy to get a 1st?     2.4 (14) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.5 (12) 

Teaching Rating:     8.8 (1) 

Interesting Rating:     9.5 (2) 

Intensity Rating:     6.6 (3) 

Organisation Rating:     8.6 (1) 

Project Happiness Rating:  10 (1) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     8.6 (2) 

 

 

 

It gave me a new perspective on medicine, something I wouldn't have 
gained from any other BSc 

Best year at med school ever!!!!!! HPL really broadens your horizons, you 
discuss things you never thought about before in the context of medicine. 
The group becomes really tight knit and you get to know each other really 
well. And don’t forget there's a field trip to museums, galleries etc. every 
week! The teachers are the most amazing people I've ever met and they 
really care about you and your learning. Going back into 5th year, I think 
everyone on our course wishes they were still on HPL! You get to know 
each other and the course leads so well and so it becomes such a fun and 
rewarding year. You also get complete control over picking your project 
which is amazing and they find a supervisor for you who matches what you 
picked! Out of all of medical school it was HPL that will make me a better 
doctor. By far and away the Best BSc out of all of them!!!! 

Best part of my time at university. A fantastic opportunity that you won't 
get anywhere else. HPL is a real family and you gain so much. Teaching and 
structure are great and being able to choose your own project is a huge 
advantage. 

Had an incredible year on HPL, the tutors are so lovely and there's an 
amazing variety day to day. From history lectures and ethical debates to 
field trips and film screenings. Couldn't recommend this course any more 
highly! The best year of med school so far, hands down. 

The most interesting thing I have done in Imperial. A break from science to 
study the humanities and the arts. Personal choice of project allows you to 
be as creative as you wish. Occasional sessions which seemed unnecessary, 
and a few project workshops which were scheduled far too late into the 
project. However, it was an overall wonderful year, my best year in 
education. The grade I received was mostly due to me not understanding 
the full depth of the course, and I believe I only scratched the surface of 
what I could learn. Nonetheless, I learnt a lot, and am very grateful for this 
course's existence. 

The course is very interesting and you gain a lot from the year. However 
marking was extremely subjective so you could spend hours on a piece of 
work that would be graded a 2:2. Most markers are unwilling to give marks 
above 72/74 meaning that the only people who got firsts overall had very 
high marks from second year 

I loved my time doing HPL! All the teaching is amazing, with loads of 
interesting guest teachers, and we got lots of trips and workshops 
throughout the year. The course is not the easy option though, as they 
assume a high level of knowledge of all aspects of HPL, but also you learn 
some great skills and even though it isn’t science it is really helpful for the 
future as a doctor as it makes you think about people in different ways. It’s 
a great BSc, do it! 

The BSc was very fun, I really enjoyed the field trips, learning something 
different and being given free rein on choosing my project. Although it is 
easy to get a 2.1, getting a 1st is nearly impossible due to subjective 
marking and the course leads not willing to give high marks in ICA's - so I'd 
only recommend this course if you're not concerned about getting a 1st! 
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Immunology 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 4 

How easy to get a 1st?     2.7 (13) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     4.5 (14) 

Teaching Rating:     7.8 (5) 

Interesting Rating:     8.3 (6) 

Intensity Rating:     6.8 (2) 

Organisation Rating:     8.0 (3) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.8 (10) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     8.5 (3) 

 

 

 

The course was well structured, interesting and there was 
a good variety of projects as well. The lectures were 
delivered by THE experts in the field. The content is 
incredibly useful and applicable to later years and clinical 
medicine. The first two weeks consisted of a lab based 
project which was super cool and useful during the 
project! Overall, I would choose this course again and 
definitely recommend it to anyone who is even vaguely 
considering it. 

Immuno BSc is a lot better than people make it out to be. 
The organisation has greatly improved from what it once 
was, and the lectures and course were really enjoyable 
overall. Anyone interested in Immunology/ID should 
genuinely go for this BSc, and ignore any hearsay about it 
from years ago. There are a wide range of really 
interesting topics, and Immunology on general is very 
cutting-edge at the moment. Overall I would recommend 
it to anyone interested in the subject. 
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Management  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 33 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.0 (12) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.7 (11) 

Teaching Rating:     6.4 (13) 

Interesting Rating:     7.6 (10) 

Intensity Rating:     3.6 (14) 

Organisation Rating:     7.0 (9) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.1 (13) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     8.0 (2) 

 

 

 

Make sure you get a good final group and start working early. People don’t tell you they are setting up 
groups but they ARE. 

Very time consuming, make sure you like to work in groups all day, every day  

Management is a really tough year but definitely so interesting. You get to do so many cool things you 
wouldn’t get to do otherwise in a science BSc 

It’s a BSc that will equip me for my ambitions of going into NHS management or medical M&As  

Great chance to learn something different and meet lots of people. Best but most difficult year at 
Imperial. 

Absolutely loved management! Even though there were times where I was swamped with work and felt 
like I hated it, I don't think I've enjoyed any year at med school as much as 4th year. I learnt so much 
about myself, how I work, people skills, and so much about the world - something outside the medicine 
bubble. The course modules are very interesting and give you a good grasp on business matters and the 
NHS, which helped me appreciate another perspective to healthcare. 

It's a very fun and interesting year and you learn a great deal about lots of t hings that you would 
otherwise not come into contact with or would have to learn on the job in the future. However, get used 
to working with other people (this is a lot harder than you think)!! 

Absolutely lit year. Lots of new peeps. Get to look at things from a completely new perspective. Project 
and coursework are good fun. Only downside I would warn of is that subjective marking in most modules 
means marks don't always reflect what you deserve so take it with a pinch of salt.  

A very intense year, it seems to never end in terms of things to do, but it all feels useful and relevant. You 
end the year proud of what you have made and achieved and I’ve met a lot of new people. I’ve learned 
about a wide range of new areas and it’s definitely worthwhile. Couldn’t  recommend the year enough. 

Most intense year of my life but I'd do it again in a heartbeat 

Socially it is amazing because you meet many people and there are always events. You learn life skills eg 
self-awareness, public speaking, conflict resolution and become more confident BUT the teaching is BAD 
and the dean of the business school doesn't have much empathy for students. Unqualified people taught 
us modules and complaints were never dealt with and lecturers and the dean will not take accountability 
for their mistakes. 

It was honestly the best year I have had at medical school so far. I felt like I learnt things in my BSc that I 
definitely could not have possibly learnt elsewhere. Do this BSc if (like me) you want a much-needed break 
from science and also want to meet new interesting people whilst learning something that is incredibly 
applicable to real-life in and outside of medicine. 

I was a bit apprehensive going into Management initially as I thought if myself as more of a science -
oriented student. However, I ended up really enjoying the course. It’s really refreshing to be able to work 
on creative projects with other people - very different to the rest of the course and very enjoyable. Also 
being on the SK campus was very nice and I miss it already! Even if you’re interested in medical research, 
Management is one of the only BScs where there is a dedicated module on research statistics which is 
very useful for research in most areas. While the group work was stressful at times, I mostly really enjoyed 
it. I genuinely learned a lot about how to work well in a team, how to manage a large project well, as well 
as how to perform qualitative and quantitative research (interviews and meta -analysis). 

The course is so interesting, I can have such great conversations with my non-medic friends feel like I 
know so much more about the world in general 

Management was overall a very good experience. It gave me a toolkit for any managerial or 
entrepreneurial opportunities for the future. But by far it was the environment  not the teaching I enjoyed, 
I learned a lot about myself through the group work. 

Just a note: there’s no overall ICA mark in management (and it has 10 with diff weighting’s so d ifficult to 
work out overall) My year: amazing, incredible, learn about things no one tells you about (every guest 
speaker we had tells you how much they wish they’d had a course like this at med school), makes you look 
at healthcare with an entirely new perspective, really not as intense or snakey as some people make out 
to be (I did plenty of chilling and came out with a comfortable first). I always wondered why people 
enjoyed it so much, now I know! (if you don’t work well in a group, please save everyone trouble and 
choose something else) 

Hard work but worth it. Enjoyable to do something that allows you to apply your learning and requires 
more thinking than yr 1-3 medicine did. Consistent exams through the year mean constant pressure but 
you get used to it quickly. 

Great year, learnt a lot of “life skills” outside of the actual teaching. Business school gives you loads of 
opportunities for other things on top of BSc. 

Incredibly well organised and structured. Learn a lot that actually will help in life / with work. A lot of work 
during the year but also very good fun. Meet lots of new people too. 

Extremely high-workload for exams and coursework and get used to reduced social life in 
evenings/weekends. But, if you are keen in the course you will enjoy the course loads. Group work is 
challenging but you will gain loads of soft skills, which is actually one of the most useful things I gained 
from the course, all breaks have exams afterwards so holidays are not really holidays, sadly!  
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Neurology and Mental Health 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 18 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.1 (11) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.4 (13) 

Teaching Rating:     6.8 (10) 

Interesting Rating:     7.8 (9) 

Intensity Rating:     5.6 (9) 

Organisation Rating:     5.1 (11) 

Project Happiness Rating:  8.9 (2) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:    7.6 (9) 

 

 

 

The flaws were that it could have been better organised and the material could have been 
better organised as well as more clearly available (some lecturers didn ’t consent for 
panopto). 

Neuro was a challenging but extremely rewarding year. The content is great and really 
interesting and there’s something for everyone. However the course was occasionally 
badly organised and the volume of content was really high. Overall learned a lot even 
though exams killed me. Pick neuro if you’re genuinely interested in it because it’s tough 

but worth it. 

Choosing neuroscience was the best choice I ever made. Great course, great teaching, 
amazing variety of projects. It's an intense year, and getting a first is diff icult without 
putting in a serious amount of work, but it's 100% worth it for all those who love the 
subject 

Neuro BSc is challenging however the content you learn is very interesting with some 
excellent lecturers. Feedback can be minimal but the course is very well organised - with 
nearly all lectures panoptoed and slides for all. The BSc project is a really great experience 
to be able to understand how research works within medicine.   

There are a lot of lectures so you’re in pretty much every day which can be draining but 
they’re very systematic. The module leads are really helpful and responsive. The group lab 
project was a highlight. Very well organised and taught and helps prepare for later write-
ups. Decent amount of freedom in the essays to explore area of interest, not too 
prescriptive. Taught by absolute experts clearly passionate about their subjects in an 
infectious way. Not too difficult to get a 1st if you’ve done well in S&P and work hard on 
the ICAs. 

I had very high expectations and that's probably why I ended up being somewhat 
disappointed. However, on a second though, there was nothing horribly wrong with the 
course and I did enjoy it. My favourite module was Module 1 as I found it most interesting 
and best organised. It also contained the only other lab work apart from the project. 
Module 2 was initially what I looked forward to, but a few issues resulted in 
disappointment. First, the series of lectures on particular diseases were not well 
coordinated and a lot of repetition occurred. The quality of teaching also varied and 
several lecturers refused to be recorded. Second, the neuropathology ICA was structured 
much in favour of the medical students, with the biomeds scoring much worse. Overall, 
this was one of my main issues with the BSc is its neglect of biomeds. The third module 

would have been the most interesting if it weren't for its restructuring in that year which 
caused it to be incoherent. Again, there was a problem with one of the ICAs which was 
marked inconsistently. My absolutely favourite part of the BSc was the project. I did mine 
at McGill University in Canada so my experience was different from others'. However, my 
takeaway message was that it does not matter that much what topic you do, but rather the 
people with whom you work. 

Neuroscience is the best BSc. It’s At least a real degree you could get from a university so if 
you think you don’t want to do medicine in the future then you can get a job from it  

Interesting content. Poorly organised. Varied ICAs. Would choose again. Lecturers good. 
Usually first choice in project selection as there are so many and variety of projects oh 
offer. 

The second module was so much more intense than the first, I wish I’d spent that spare 
time revising so I had more time to revise module 2 in January. 

It was a challenging year but was useful in giving me skills which will allow me to 
understand medicine better. It was useful in giving insight to pure science which has led to 
approaching medicine in a more scientific and analytical way. It was badly organised at 

times with lecturers not turning up, some lectures not being delivered at all, little/no 
guidance on exams and miscommunications about how projects were allocated leading to 
many people getting one of their last choices or not one of their ch oices at all. Overall was 
an insightful year but was very much being thrown in at the deep end. 

I hate research. But now it’s done, I’m glad I undertook this BSc as i gained vital skills i 
would’ve never learned just studying medicine. It’s made me a more competent doctor! 

Neuro is a tough BSc with a considerable amount of content to get through by the end of 
January before Feb exams. I found this period quite stressful especially leading up to the 
exam, but after exams I really enjoyed my time during the research project. 
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Pharmacology 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 16 

How easy to get a 1st?     4.2 (3) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     6.4 (5) 

Teaching Rating:     7.1 (9) 

Interesting Rating:     7.1 (14) 

Intensity Rating:     5.8 (8) 

Organisation Rating:     6.9 (10) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.4 (11) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.3 (14) 

 

 

 

Pharmacology is an incredible BSc to do as it encompasses a huge range of 
clinical medicine that is useful for future years (e.g. neuropharmacology & 
respiratory pharmacology). It is without a doubt the most well organised BSc 
and help and guidance is provided throughout the year by the course leads. 
Would highly recommend!! 

Pharm is a good BSc. Throughout the year it is very relaxed. ICAs take up a lot of 
time and there are many. Exam revision is very intense. Had a lot of free time 
before exams. 

Pharm had its ups and downs. I did virtually no work all year, did my ICAs very 
last minute and also only revised for exams in study leave - I still got a very 
good first. I had a lot of free time this year. Pharm was not as intense as people 
said. Way fewer lectures than other courses and was well taught. If you ask for 
help you can get it in this course - module leads very responsive to feedback, 
and also we got good feedback on ICAs. However module 1 content was a bit 
dry and I didn’t enjoy the people I was with all year.  

It's a very well taught course and covers a range of interesting topics. Chris John 
is amazing as a course lead and is always happy to take questions or support 
you in any way. Don't choose this because you think it will be an easy 1st - you 
do have to work hard. There's a lot of maths and graph drawing involved in 
Module 1 which can be a little tricky to initially grasp, but is simple with 
practise. The only downside are the projects as there are not many clinical 
project options. Moreover, if you like neuropharmacology, this year we had no 
related clinical or lab projects for this. This said, I was one of the few people 
who organised my own project beforehand and absolutely loved it. Moreover, a 
few friends also loved their allocated projects and even carried on working on it 
over summer to finish off any bits required for publication. Additionally, if you 
are interested in a systematic review, Chris and Sohag are more than happy to 
supervise any ideas you may have. 

Really helpful teachers which made the whole experience a lot easier and more 
interesting. Not that hard if you like don't not revise. 

Throughout the year, lectures on pharmacokinetics, heart, lung and 
neuropharmacology. ICAs could be quite time consuming. Would've preferred 
less focus on drug trials in lecture content but interesting variety of topics. 

The course lecture content was very interesting and thoroughly enjoyed it. We 
were able to develop our academic writing skills throughout with ICAs.  

Project is always a mixed bag and depends on what type you choose, how 
confident/ experienced you are in the field and how you establish the 
relationship with your supervisors.  Although interesting, my lab project was 
very difficult, quite disorganised and not planned before hand and required 
more time than for a 10 week project (was more complex and needed more 
time for training lab protocols methods and then conducting the experiment to 
have adequate repeats). But I learnt a lot of laboratory methods and learnt 
skills that I can transfer to future projects and medical career including 
resilience and self-confidence when entering a completely unfamiliar field 
having never done a lab project like this before. 

The course was well structured and organised. The content of the course is 
broad which made it interesting.  
It was definitely interesting but also did involve quite a bit of work. Decent 
content. Quite a bit of maths involved as well in the first module. 

Didn't enjoy my BSc very much in all honesty 
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Reproductive & Developmental Sciences 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 14 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.5 (8) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     5.8 (9) 

Teaching Rating:     5.9 (14) 

Interesting Rating:     8.4 (4) 

Intensity Rating:     5.9 (7) 

Organisation Rating:     4.7 (12) 

Project Happiness Rating:  7.9 (7) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     8.1 (5) 

 

 

 

I’m really interested in repro, so the content was great for me. 
Mark Sullivan seemed to be a bit overworked though so the 
lectures structure was a bit of a mess, but in the end the exams 
were easy to prepare for because of all the past questions and 
predictability of the contents. Not a lot of repro-related 
projects which was disappointing (I think endo had more RDS 
projects), but ended up loving my one at the bio-eng lab! 

The content was interesting and some of it was well taught. 
However, it was exceptionally badly organised and the course 
lead did not seem to deal with our complaints 

It was great content wise but help for ICA and in module 3 was 
a bit disorganised 

The content is very interesting if you are interesting in this 
topic. The major fault with this BSc was the horrendous 
organisation of it. We literally didn’t even have an iCal for 3rd 
term. 

Wish I didn't come to Imperial. 

Very relevant to obstetrics and gynaecology, easy to find a 
group of friends to hang out with, some lecturers are amazing. 

Definitely worthwhile, learnt a lot 

Module 1 and 2 had been fairly light, with most Wednesdays 
off and Friday afternoons clear but Module 3 suddenly was very 
busy with a lack of structure which I was not a fan of 

Modules A and B were quite interesting and well taught (both 
before Christmas). Content was linear in terms of chronology 
and the difficulty curve was quite modest. Module C however 
was a bit of a farce in how crammed it was and also the content 
, skipping the generals of pediatrics and going straight into 
paediatric infections, making it feel more like immuno than 
repro. However, it was mainly crammed because of exams, 
which you won't have so who knows. 
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Respiratory Science 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 8 

How easy to get a 1st?     4.2 (2) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     6.7 (4) 

Teaching Rating:     7.8 (6) 

Interesting Rating:     7.3 (11) 

Intensity Rating:     4.8 (11) 

Organisation Rating:     7.3 (8) 

Project Happiness Rating:  8.9 (3) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     7.3 (13) 

 

 

 

Great BSc with organised teaching, interesting lectures, clinics 
with rare patient cases and helpful for aspects of path. 
Teaching helps integrate scientific principles of respiratory 
disease with clinical medicine. Course is taught by some world 
leaders in respiratory science and medicine at the National 
Heart and Lung Institute. Great opportunities with project too. 
Highly recommend. 

Well organised with very reactive course leads. Lectures were 
very well taught. Whole module of immunology which is so 
useful for path. 

Teaching quality was very good overall, however panopto was 
often fairly unreliable meaning we had to rely on older 
recordings which were less up to date. Project was well carried 
out and well organised with frequent feedback being provided! 

Terrible year 

Enjoyable year despite the increase in daily work load; great 
group of people and teachers 

Very interesting, lots of free time available-not many contact 
hours, coursework was interesting and fun. 

Resp has good varied teaching module 1, module 2 is weird 
with attendance and module 3 is a load of rubbish. BTS was 
good. Project was great. Course leads nice lots of cake/fun 
sessions. 
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Surgery & Anaesthesia 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of Replies = 8 

How easy to get a 1st?     3.7 (7) 

How easy to get a 2.1?     6.4 (6) 

Teaching Rating:     6.5 (11) 

Interesting Rating:     7.3 (12) 

Intensity Rating:     4.1 (13) 

Organisation Rating:     4.5 (13) 

Project Happiness Rating:  8.6 (4) 

BSc Usefulness Rating:     9.0 (1) 

 

 

 

Wasn’t my first choice since I’d scraped through years one and 
two. The course structure however suited my style of learning 
much better with ICAs throughout the year. Module 3 was my 
personal favourite looking at surgical innovation (being taught 
about things that will affect you once in training). 

Very intense but extremely worth. Gained a lot of new skills and 
knowledge that I can carry forward. Great opportunity to work 
with leading researchers in the field 

The prospects of starting the course was very exciting and 
promising. Although, once started, the teachings (especially 3rd 
module) was slightly disorganised and lecture slides being 
uploaded a week prior to the exams (made it very stressful) 

The cancer module was way more interesting than I thought it 
was going to be. The anaesthetics module was quite hard 
concept wise but I learnt a lot of useful stuff for firms/FY1. The 
surgical innovations module was really fun and super 
interesting. 

Great course overall and excellent project. Marking is hugely 
subjective though so a bit hit and miss. 

Fantastic year.  Lots of other external intercalators so was 
sociable, and the content covered was interesting and very 
relevant. 

Very tough but interesting and enjoyable 
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Advice! 
 

 

Choosing your BSc: 

Don’t waste your time thinking about what might be popular / oversubscribed. Just choose in order what your preferred 
choices are and you might be surprised! Also don’t base your choice on whether something is an ‘easy first’ because that 
is not going to lead to a fun year, just choose what you enjoy.  

Choose your BSc based on what you're really interested in, not what you think will get you a 1st.  

Pick something fun, you don’t get a chill year like this again 

Do what you enjoy - it’s a hard year regardless of what subject you do so try to do the thing you like the most! 

Make sure you choose a Bsc that you’re interested in, it’ll make it much more enjoyable!  

Be honest with yourself about how much lecture content you want.  

Choose what interests you - don't just look at the proportion of people who score 1sts.  

Choose something you know you're going to enjoy. Medical school is so long and it's such a great opportunity to learn 
something new! 

Choose whatever sounds interesting to you. No BSc is 'easy' so go for something that you will enjoy.  

Definitely choose a BSc you think you would enjoy and NOT whether or not you're likely to get published! But most 
importantly enjoy it and have fun! 

Don't pick something because you think it will look good on your CV, pick something that you're genuinely interested in 

Do something you think you'll enjoy, not something you think it'll be easy to get a first in - enjoying it is the only thing that 
makes all the work bearable! 

As you don’t have exams to worry about, just pick a topic that interests you - this will give you the drive to keep going 
throughout difficult parts of the BSc 

Only do the BSc that you will enjoy. Despite neuro being a bit stressful in the lead up to exams, I found the content really 
interesting. 

Definitely choose something you’re interested in - don’t pay attention to ‘who gets the most firsts’ or competitive ones; 
you’ll do well if you have an interest in it. Also don’t do a lab project or the intense BScs (management, bioeng) if you have 
no work ethic lol. 

 

General: 

Any issues, don’t hesitate to raise them with the course leads - they’re more than happy to help. Definitely get into groups 
and help each other out with revision/ICAs! 

There’s less than 3 years until you’re a full-blown GMC-number touting doctor, so make sure to make the most of this year 
and really explore your interest and get some ideas as to what you want to be in the future; you won’t have breathing 
room like your BSc year again! 

Work together as a team. There are no limits to the number of 1sts so if you all collaborate with notes and advice you wil l 
all smash it! I highly recommend keeping up to date with current research especially when doing your projects. Lab 



projects are intense but the most valuable in term of experience you may never get again. Also make sure you start typing 
your dissertation as soon as the project starts, it can get very stressful towards the end. Try to meet your supervisor 
before and choose your projects wisely. Do it in something you are interested in!!! Enjoy!  

One of the hardest things to get nailed down is the scientific writing style. This is rather important for all the essay-based 
ICAs you'll have to write. Always try and join a BSc mentoring system/get a BSc buddy to whom you can send your work 
for proofreading. The best advice I was given was from my BSc buddy, who effectively taught me how to write an ICA 4 
weeks into the course. Also always try and make as early a start on your ICAs as possible. Don't leave it to an all nighter. It 
gets said so often, but it's really difficult to churn out good quality work at 4am in the morning after 8 hours of work and 6 
cans of red bull and it's worth putting in the extra effort to do well in the ICAs (this is even more pertinent to you guys now 
that the BSc exams have been disposed of). Secondly, I found it really difficult to begin writing each of my ICAs, (the 
eternal question - where do you start?). To help with this I wrote a skeleton plan of my ICAs beforehand to give myself 
some direction when writing.  Finally, with the project the key thing that helped me was getting the introduction of the 
writeup done really early. Do this in the first 2 weeks of your project and it'll give you a huge advantage when you come to 
write up the whole thing later. The intro is, more often than not for most projects, a mini-literature review of the field. 
Otherwise relax and enjoy what is probably your last chill year of medical school. I was really glad to be back to lectures 
after 3rd year so don't waste the opportunity to be back with your mates and do some in-depth learning about an area of 
medicine you're interested in. 

Please try and avoid projects that are being offered by the same supervisors, especially if they are advertising multiple 
project titles. You may be allocated to that supervisor who will be overwhelmed by the number of students they are 
supervising, hence you may find yourself struggling to get their attention for help/proof-reading the project write-up. 
Otherwise, please enjoy the course and make the most out of your year of research and science!  

Enjoy it! Don’t do the extra reading or the reading in general because you can still get a first without 

Pace yourself. Working small amounts throughout the year goes a long way e.g. aiming to do well in ICAs puts less 
pressure come exam time 

Stay on top of lectures and try to do well in your ICA’s! Make the most of your free time, go on weekends away etc. It’s 
probably the most chilled year of medical school 

Work hard on your ICAs and start them early. Read the marking guidance so you meet the courses requirements. Share 
your work with anyone you can to proof read 

This year is really not as bad as people make it out to be - not as much work as people say so don’t worry it’s a good year 

Working little and often will get you a first. Start ICAs early and keep working on it. Project is a great time if you get to do a 
project you like. 

Going back to lectures is a shock to the system, but worth it for the project at the end. Make sure you fully understand the 
ICA briefs as they can be vague. Marking can be harsh and inconsistent, but make sure you get feedback as it helped me 
improve in subsequent ICAs. 

It's very different to 3rd year- you have to change the way you study. E.g. rather than skim lecture slides for buzzwords, 
actually write out lectures. And learn references etc from the beginning- helpful for exams! 

If you keep on top of the content you'll be fine. If you want to get a first or do really well you will have to put in a lot of 
extra effort. Starting ICAs and project write-up early really takes a lot of the pressure off. 

Try to start working on and completing ICAs as early as possible to get them out of the way and focus on other things, but 
also please don't spend all of your free time working on them! Enjoy your project and don't just choose it based on 
whether you think you can get it published - meet supervisors beforehand and build a rapport. They'll be a godsend the 
week before your deadlines! You can still get a first overall even if you have a 2.1 in your ICAs - just don't leave everything 
in your project to the last minute! 

Get used to reading and appraising papers. The weeks before exams are really intense so make sure you've been over all 
the lectures at least once before this stage. 



Set out what you want to achieve early. If it’s a first, work constantly and go for  it. If it’s a 2:1, don’t stress and focus on 
your project. 

Meet supervisors and visit labs before choosing projects, it helps to know what the environment and the team is like.  

Enjoy it - year off medicine so make sure you really do take a year off 

Split your time evenly between work and play, Bsc year is a lot more fun when you mingle with your Bsc group!  

Enjoy it. Use the year as an opportunity to do more stuff outside of uni since you’ll have the time  

This is your last relaxed year before going into the notorious year 5, so remember to have fun!! Get the ICAs done early, 
it's not worth the stress of leaving till the deadline. If you will be choosing a project from the provided list, attendance will 
be counted towards your ranking for allocation, so make sure you attend lectures if this is the case. If you want a chill 
project with time to go on holiday for AAAGES think about choosing a systematic review - you can still get a 1st from this, 
but will benefit from being able to work remotely. 

Relax and delve into things that interest you. ICAs take up a lot of time, organise and plan. You learn a lot from ICAs. Invest 
in your project. 

Enjoy it. Stay on top if possible. Use project time wisely to enjoy yourself and relax. Make use of your year to just chill out 
a bit. With ICAs, don’t be disheartened if you don’t get a 1st or get harshly marked. You’ll eventually figure out how to 
about them and make sure to always understand the question being asked (as people tripped up on this for our year!). 
Practice presentations with housemates and get feedback. It gets easier as you go along so don’t worry!!  

Try not to stress about it, it’s not as hard as people make out.  

Don't group up with people just because they're your friends 

Be nice to lecturers because they will give you higher scores if they like you and try not to work with external medics for 
group work. 

Any BSc is hard work, especially if you want to do well. You don’t have to dedicate your life to it - you can get that first and 
still have plenty of free time to do what you like and enjoy life away from hospitals! 

Work consistently to make your life easier. Don't get stressed - management exams are constant throughout the year - it's 
not healthy to spend your whole life stressed and also means you burn out.  

Work on problem sheets throughout the year - consistently practicing the maths problems makes revision so much easier.  

It is a very intense year and you need to pace yourself to not burnout. Take into account how much the courseworks at 
the start actually count for and don’t kill yourself over them - it’s really not worth it 

Enjoy it. It’s a nice break from clinical medicine and makes you get more experience in research and scientific inquiry.  

Never leave ICAs to the last minute. Finding references always takes longer than you think it will, so block out time for 
that. 

Attend lectures and don’t be afraid to ask loads of questions afterwards if you’re lost no matter how basic your 
understanding seems to you. It’s always easier to iron out conceptual understanding talking it through than coming to it 
later. The lecturers are invaluable resources. Use the opportunity to network and get involved in research in your area(s) 
of interest throughout to try things out and see if they really work for you/not as interesting as you first thought. 

For medics, this is a unique opportunity to get into science - use it. Medicine needs to be evidence-based and it can't be 
practiced well without a scientific foundation. Spend time on extra reading in areas which interest you. Leave enough time 
for ICAs - at least three or four days. And don't consider your classmates enemies - it's really not about winning! 

Now that exams don’t exist have fun! 

It is a massive change from learning medicine; a lot of the information comes from papers which you need to be able to 
read and understand. Use the first term wisely to try and understand how to do well in ICAs. Have fun!  


